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New chair

Let’s think big

A few weeks ago, our chair, Jenny Hendy and
treasurer, John Buchanan both resigned. As you
can imagine this was a serious setback and,
since then we have been working out how best
to manage things and move forward.

The recent resignation of both our chair and
treasurer has unearthed a realisation that I think
probably wasn’t buried too deep - HwDAA is
very reliant on a small number of very dedicated
and hard working long term volunteers.

On behalf of all our tenants, I would like to thank
Jenny Hendy and John Buchanan for all their
hard work for the allotment association. During
the pandemic, they worked tirelessly to ensure
the organisation functioned as smoothly as
possible. Both of them were very committed to
developing the organisation to reflect, as well as
meet, the needs of today's tenants. They gave a
great deal of time and effort which has been
much appreciated by us all. Thank you both.

From site reps, shop volunteers and those
responsible for our website and newsletter it is
our volunteers that differentiate the HwDAA run
sites from those managed by Bristol City
Council. HwDAA is not simply a landlord, but a
co-operative society, run by its members for the
benefit of its members.

However I am very pleased to also let you know
that Josh Nesfield has offered to take over as
chair, initially until the end of the summer. Many
of you will know Josh as the assistant site rep on
Alderman Moore’s. We are now looking for
someone to be HwDAA’s treasurer, so if you are
interested and wish to know more, do contact
Josh.
If you have any questions, please get in touch
with me. Happy gardening and enjoy your crops.
John Holland, HwDAA President
Contact me at: holland.john@hotmail.co.uk

There has never been so much public interest in
allotment keeping. The diverse range of new
tenants that I have personally shown around
Alderman Moore’s in the last year is evidence of
that. This diversity should also be reflected in
our volunteers and committee and so I would
like to extend an invitation to tenants, new and
old, to think about whether you have ideas and
enthusiasm to volunteer with the association or
to contribute in whatever way you would like. No
contribution is too small and no idea too big. If
you’d like to be involved with a working group
looking at attracting volunteers and new ideas
please do contact me.
If you attended the AGM you will know that the
association is in an unusually fortunate financial
position. While the site reps and committee will
be working over the coming weeks on long term
expenditure and maintenance plans, we’d also
like to hear from all our tenants on their thoughts
about what improvements they would like to see
to facilities and sites. Again, please think big.
HwDAA is the biggest allotment association in
the south west and we’d like to hear from all of
you on how you think we can improve things for
our members in whatever way we can.
Happy growing and I hope to hear from many of
you soon.
Josh Nesfield, HwDAA Chair
Contact me at: chair@hwdaa.co.uk

Josh Nesfield

Treasurer wanted
HwDAA is looking for a new volunteer treasurer
to join the committee.
If you're keen to be more involved with the
running of the association and have some
financial experience we'd love to hear from you.
The role of treasurer is a key cog in the workings
of the HwDAA machine and is suitable for
anyone looking to help take the association from
strength to strength, gain experience in a
voluntary organisation for their CV or just put
their financial skills to good use.
Key responsibilities include :
• Overseeing the financial affairs of HwDAA
• Maintaining accounts including submission and
presentation of end of year accounts
• Managing the annual tenant invoicing process
• Working with the shop manager to ensure
smooth running and stock/cash reconciliation of
HwDAA shop
• Banking and book keeping
• Facilitation of capital expenditure and
investment/improvement plan for HwDAA sites.
The treasurer is offered a 50% reduction in rent
and is expected to attend a committee meeting
once a month. Hours per week are likely to vary,
based on experience, commitment and time of
year. We are happy to work with interested
parties to shape the future of this role based on
their experience.
Contact chair@hwdaa.co.uk

Shop with HwDAA
The shop, on the Alderman Moore’s site, is open
on Saturdays and Sundays from 10.30am-12
noon.
Staffed by volunteers, the shop sells a wide
range of seeds, shed maintenance materials,
gloves, tools and fertilisers. All at a very
reasonable price. Buy your gardening needs at
our shop and support HwDAA.

Hedgehog on KL1 - Jenny Hendy

Thanks from a newcomer
After 18 months of being on the waiting list, I
took over a plot on Kennel Lodge 1 last year. I
can honestly say that I’ve loved every second of
being part of the KL1 community ever since.
Except perhaps a very brief period inspecting
the damage to my greenhouse after storm
Eunice in February this year.
I was very lucky to inherit a well established, but
slightly neglected, plot. One third of it just
needed to be pruned, weeded and excavated to
reveal raspberries, strawberries, mature fruit
trees, rhubarb, asparagus and comfrey. I’ve now
cultivated another third, growing potatoes,
onions, garlic, narcissus, more apple trees
(dwarf), rosemary and lettuce. The final third is
still a work in progress.
I love the variety and beauty of the different
plots, and every time I’m on site I’m fascinated
and inspired by what other people are doing.
Maybe I’d like a chair and patch of grass in front
of the shed? Should I be planting lettuce now?
Do I need to be be ‘earthing up’ my potatoes?
Should I build some raised beds?
This is my first ever allotment and I learnt very
quickly that you need a lot of compost bins to
deal with an overgrown plot and I now have four.
Also a lifetime of tapping at a keyboard had not
prepared my hands for the physical work
required, and every visit continues to result in a
variety of blisters and minor cuts.
I’ve never felt so welcomed to any organisation
or company I’ve joined, and everyone I’ve met
on site has been extremely friendly and helpful.
So thank you for enabling me to feel that taking
on my first allotment is do-able, enjoyable and
immensely rewarding.
Simon, Kennel Lodge 1

The taste of summer
A bowl of freshly picked strawberries is the
essence of the British summer, but how does
one reach this tennis court-flanking, flavourexuding, smile-delivering accolade?
By now, many allotmenteers will be at, or even
past the peak of their strawberry harvest.
Everyone does strawberries differently, but this
is my way.
Start by choosing a variety. The main groups
are summer fruiting (generally prolific over a
short season) and perpetual (which produce
slowly over the whole season). My own
preference is for the former as the short, sharp
season means the plants can be managed,
harvested and finished in a short space of time,
and their heavy cropping nature delivers plenty
to eat, give away or jam. My favourite variety at
present is Elsanta - a solid, reliable early
summer cultivar that delivers heavy crops of
firm, attractive, flavoursome fruit.

As a child, I had a favourite strawberry plant in
the garden and longed to pick the first berry of
the season for weeks before. Little did I know
that sentimental value should be reserved for
other plants, and here’s why. Strawberries
perform best in their second and third years.
After that, their production falls dramatically and
they should be discarded. It means that
strawberry beds need intermittent recycling to
remain productive.
When preparing a new strawberry bed, add
plenty of well-rotted horse manure to the ground.
A small amount of feed such as blood fish and
bone can also be raked into the soil. Plant
strawberries in rows, with at least a foot between
the plants and 18-24 inches between rows.
Once the plants are in flower, they should be
mulched with straw to protect the fruit and
suppress weeds (this is preferable to using
mats), and also netted.

The plants should be fed with a high potassium
feed every ten days or so over the fruiting
period. Tomato feed is ideal for this. Fruit can be
harvested every two-three days and during this
time I remove any runners which appear. After
fruiting is complete, runners can be pegged
down into pots of compost buried in the soil to
enable rooting. Any others should be removed to
prevent overcrowding. These plants can then be
used to replace those which are retired at the
end of the season (after three years). The best
time to do this is in autumn.
A word of warning - potted strawberry plants
attract vine weevils that will eat the roots and kill
them - I’ve learnt this the hard way. The plants
are frost hardy and don’t need winter protection,
although flowers will benefit from it in freezing
weather. During the growing and fruiting period,
it’s important to keep the bed weed free and to
remove dead leaves and debris from the plants,
as this will help to keep pests and diseases at
bay.
Aniket Sardana, Alderman Moore’s

Looking after our wildlife plots
On Alderman Moore’s we have three dedicated
wildlife plots down by the fence separating our
site from the new houses of Ashton Rise. When
the land was cleared for housing, the wood and
scrubland habitat and everything that came with
it disappeared, including the slow worms who
were translocated elsewhere. We hope these
plots will begin to redress the balance or at least
help the displaced wildlife cope with the loss of
the habitat that had been next door for more
than 25 years.
All three plots are tended in a way that will help
promote nature and not just left to go to bramble
and nettles, although these can be valuable
habitats in themselves.

The plots include ponds, bogs, logs, bee and
bug hotels, hedgehog homes, nectar rich
flowers, nest sites for birds and even a long hive,
specifically for bees to live in undisturbed.
We realise that these areas are both interesting
and attractive but we ask people to stay off the
plots so that the habitats being slowly created
are not disturbed. If you think you have
something that needs a pond or relocation
please ring me first for advice. Although you may
have the best intentions it’s important you do not
accidentally contaminate a site or pond.
Whilst the slow worms on the housing site were
translocated elsewhere, strangely enough, we
have recently been involved in a relocation of
slow worms back onto Alderman Moore. I met
with an ecologist who had to move slowworms
and toads from a building project in Knowle. We
identified three quiet spots for them to settle in
and to eventually disperse from, eating slugs as
they go about their business.

We have a robin’s nest in our plot shed. At
first it was a pile of dry grass, then a nest, then
one egg, then four eggs and then the mother
robin sitting on the eggs, regarding us with a
beady eye.
We have done our best not to disturb the nest
and its occupants and we only open the shed
door partly and for a short time. The mother
robin comes and goes for food through gaps in
the shed walls, especially when our digging
unearths grubs and insects. She is very tame
and sits on the handles of tools.
Bob and Lin Spicer, Kennel Lodge 2

If you see any interesting wildlife on the
allotment, then please let us know as it will help
us to establish what we do already have on our
site.
Phil Cass, Alderman Moore’s
Tel: 07811623136

Wildlife Watching

I have a trial camera on my wildlife plot.
Recently I’ve caught images of a fox looking into
our pond and a pair of greenfinches. This still
image from the video (above) shows a jay in
flight.
Penelope Postlethwaite, Alderman Moore’s
I wasn’t sure what this black spiny creature
on my broad beans was. It turns out to be a
ladybird larva. They look very different from the
adults. As soon as the eggs hatch the spiky
larvae begin to gorge on aphids. They also eat
whitefly, mites and scale insects. They are very
welcome, now I know what they are.

Annette Jardine

This photo was taken on KL1 in early June. I
think its a honey bee, there are some hives
nearby. The plant is Phacelia which is covered
with insects at the moment. It’s easy to grow and
is a colourful green manure.
Phacelia is also attractive to hoverflies which are
useful as biological pest control agents because
they eat aphids and other pests. It’s an annual,
but self seeds on our allotment.
Phil Jardine, Kennel Lodge 1

Mark Baker, Kennel Lodge 1

Bearded Iris
I’ve always loved ‘bearded irises’ (I. germanica)
because of their showy flowers, subtle colouring
and the way in which they reach above other
flowers growing nearby in order to really show
off. It’s easy see why they are often referred to
as flags.
To flower successfully, bearded irises like to
have a lot of sun, especially in early spring when
the sun’s rays need to strike the knobbly rhizome
which grows close to the surface of the soil in
order to encourage the plant to flower. If the
rhizomes are swamped by nearby vegetation –
no flowers. At this stage the iris will be producing
lots of lush green-bladed leaves and the stems
bearing the flower buds will follow soon after.
I rescued my lovely plant, which grows in the
small flower bed at the front of my plot, a few
years ago from the reduced section at Riverside
Garden Centre. What caught my eye was the
name of this particular variety – ‘White City’ - just
perfect for my plot.
Except that on the day, it was bright and sunny
and much too light so we couldn't see anything
on the screen. Quickly we threw blankets over
the top of the polytunnel to give shade, just in
time to see and talk to Grayson. As you might
expect, he was fun and easy to chat with.
My painting of Apple Day was chosen for the
next exhibition which will be in Birmingham from
December to April next year.
This is us waiting in the polytunnel for Grayson
to come on the screen.
John Holland, White City

Apple day
One morning in April this year my friends Bing,
Jane and Miriam met me on my allotment for a
special reason. We were there to have a zoom
chat with Grayson Perry in my polytunnel. A few
weeks earlier I had submitted a painting to
Grayson’s Channel 4 Art Club, the picture
depicted apple picking on the allotment with
friends the previous September.
My painting was accepted for the show and the
production team thought it would be interesting
to do the zoom with Grayson from my
polytunnel. Without any Wi-Fi on site Bing
worked out how to tether her iPhone to her iPad
and we were good to go.

Angie Tonge, Alderman Moore’s

Snippets

Rachel Brown from Alderman Moore’s has
set up a link with Bedminster food club.
Food clubs have been set up all over the city of
Bristol and are a way for people who are finding
things tough financially to get a regular box of
fresh, nutritious food at the same time as
reducing food waste. The clubs also help to
destigmatise food banks. The Bedminster club
runs from the United Reform Church Hall in
West Street. If you have vegetables that you
would like to donate there is now a donation
point by the HwDAA shop on Alderman Moores.
Collection is on Thursday nights.
Contact Josh Nesfield, chair@hwdaa.co.uk
I've had a plot on Kennel Lodge 2 for more
years than I care to remember - I should have
licked it into shape by now.
I began with a friend. First of all we toured all the
city allotment sites near to our homes. KL2 was
by far the best. Our children were at school and
we would often come down and have picnics in
Ashton Court. On Bonfire Night - we'd have a
bonfire and fireworks together with warming
mugs of soup, hot dogs or beef burgers. Mr
Glover was the site rep and we got a lecture
from him about wearing suitable clothes. Gone
are those days.
My friend and I found we couldn't provide
enough fruit and veg for two families on the one
plot so we got another. After all these years I’m
back with one plot - our original one.
Mavis Whitfield, Kennel Lodge 2
Last summer the BBC’s Gardeners World
came to HwDAA. They spent a whole day
filming on Alderman Moore’s with Aniket
Sardana, who is a regular contributor to our
newsletter. You can see the programme on BBC
iplayer. Look for episode 8 in the 2022 series.
BBC Gardener's World

Bugs, Bees and Broccoli is the theme for this
year’s National Allotments Week which runs
from 8-14 August.
Bugslife say: ‘Bugs are so important to the
healthy functioning of our allotments. As
gardeners we tend to focus on the pests and
ignore all the great work the other bugs are
doing for us. Be it pollinating our fruit and veg,
controlling our pests or improving our soil they
are vital to healthy growing.’
The National Allotment Society is working with
Buglife to find out which insects are lurking in
your plot. You can download a copy of their
survey at NAS insect survey There is an
accompanying information sheet to help you
identify what you spot. NAS insect identification
I have an allotment at Alderman Moore’s and
recently needed a stay in hospital for an
operation followed by no heavy lifting This was
the time when the allotment community came
into their own I have received so much help from
my friends, one in particular. My thanks to
everyone who helped me keep my garden
going.
Jennifer Smith, Alderman Moore
Many flowers are delicious to eat. They make
colourful additions to salads and other dishes
and can also make good companion plants to
grow amongst your veg.
The following are safe and tasty to eat: Pot
marigold, Nasturtium, Heartsease, Dandelion,
Violet, Pinks,, Borage, Bergamot or Bee balm,
Day lily, Rose, Anise hyssop, Chives, Garlic
chives. Go to Garden Organic’s website: Edible
flowers
On the Meadows we have a new communal
flowerbed to greet tenants. One of our tenants
is also growing grape vines for a wine harvest.

Chris Crook, the Meadows

The one day courses below are all led in-person
by the experienced ecologist Matt Collis at the
Grow Wilder site and the nearby Stoke Park in
Frenchay. I can highly recommend the
Introduction to Ecology.
Introduction to ecology. Gain an
understanding of the principles of ecology,
habitats and species. Tuesday 21 June, 9.30am
- 4.30pm.
Wildflower identification. Join to discover the
secrets of our local summer wildflowers.
Wednesday 29 June, 9.30am - 4.30pm.
Insects & wildlife gardening. Discover the art
of wildlife gardening, and how you can support
our UK insect species. Tuesday 16
August, 9.30am - 4.30pm.
Here's a big oil painting I did a few years ago
of my summer allotment on the Meadows site
Helen Perry, the Meadows
Gardens and gardening make us feel better –
that's a fact. Approximately 1 in 4 people in the
UK will experience mental ill health each year
and there is strong evidence that gardening can
improve both mental and physical health. It also
provides an opportunity to connect with others,
acquire new skills and to enjoy and be part of
nature. The Royal Horticultural Society Science
Team has been collating current scientific
evidence on gardening and health and is also
undertaking new research. They say, ‘There are
very few, if any, other activities that can achieve
all of the things that horticulture and gardening
can – in particular, the measurable beneficial
impacts on active lifestyles, mental wellbeing,
and social interaction.’ See the RHS website
rhs growing for wellbeing

Learn more, grow better
As well as learning from our allotment
neighbours, there are plenty of opportunities in
Bristol to learn more about growing and wildlife.
Here is our summer selection:
Avon Wildlife Trust run a wide range of online
and in person courses.
Summer is a busy time for bees and butterflies
and the two online courses below will help you
understand and identify them on your plot.
Butterfly identification sessions. Various
dates 7- 8pm.
Bee identification sessions.Various dates 78pm.

UK mammals - practical identification and
field skills. Tuesday 13 September, 8am 3.30pm.
For further details go to Avon wildlife trust events
Learn from your armchair with Garden
Organic’s, view at any time courses. They are
in short modules, take around a total of two
hours each and cost £25. Topics include:
• The principles of organic gardening
• Introduction to composting
• Planning your growing space
• Winter veg
• For peat's sake - peat free growing. This
course is free to take part in.
For more information go to: garden organic
courses
For tips on growing and maintaining your
herb plants here is a link to Bristol´s very own
expert, Jekka's How to Grow Herbs
Get Set, Grow! Is a new series of videos from
the Royal Horticultural Society. The videos
explain everything you need to know to prepare,
sow, plant and harvest a whole range of crops.
Every two weeks they release a new video
showing you what to do now. Go to rhs get set
grow videos
Sophisticated self-sufficiency is the next
event from Avon Organic Group. Richard
Fishbourne, Director, Bugs and Beasties will
give a talk which you can either attend in person
or view as a live streamed event. Thursday 23
September, from 6.30pm. The Station, BS1
2AG. Avon organic meeting
Martin Howard, Bower Ashton

Jobs for summer
Summer is here and hopefully all the hard work
begins to pay off as the allotment goes into full
production and we can enjoy the harvest.
In dry spells watering is an issue. A well
composted soil, full of organic matter, holds
water well, even when it’s dry. Mulch with lawn
cuttings, a light layer of compost or even straw
and last year's leafmould. Only add mulches
after watering.
Now is a good time to sow green manures,
especially if you have bare soil after harvesting.
Plants such as vetch and clover fix nitrogen from
the air onto root nodules. Dig in after flowering
and before seed sets. For more information see
Garden Organic’s Green manures
Keep hoeing off weeds before they flower and
set seed.
Keep on composting. The heap should be a a
roughly 50:50 mix of brown and green material.
garden organic compost

Brussels sprouts need to be 60cm (24 ins) apart.
Cover with insect mesh to keep cabbage white
butterflies from laying eggs.

August
Sow salad rocket, oriental leaves and spinach.
Sow salads to grow throughout winter. Sow
spring onions and spring cabbage for harvests
next year.
Continue with the harvesting of all vegetable
crops and keep up with the picking of runner
beans to maintain cropping well into the autumn.
Continue with the lifting of potatoes.
Prepare to lift spring sown onions towards the
end of the month. Wait until the tops begin to fall
over as this indicates that the bulb has stopped
swelling. Dry them before putting into store. The
bulbs will then keep until next March.
The end of this month is the time to begin
summer pruning your apples and pears, grown
as cordons, espaliers or fans. Leave trees and
bushes until the winter to prune. The aim of
summer pruning is to encourage the
development of fruit buds for next summer.
August is the last month to prune stone fruit
trees plum, apricot, cherry and peach.

September

July
Pinch out tops of climbing beans once they
reach the top of supports. Beans need to be
properly watered to help them set their pods in
hot weather.
Pinch out side shoots on tomatoes.
Garlic is ready to harvest when around half the
leaves have turned yellow. Lift bulbs and move
to somewhere warm and airy to dry for storing
Last chance to sow - Florence fennel, beetroot
for winter roots, peas and dwarf beans.
Also sow lettuce, leaf beet, chard, endive
chicory, land cress, chervil coriander and wild
rocket.
After you’ve cleared early harvests replant with
transplanted leeks and brassicas to overwinter.
Kale, sprouting broccoli and savoy cabbages
should be around 45cm, (18 ins) apart.

Early to mid month sow all salads for planting
under cover including spinach, chard, mustards
and kale, oriental vegetables, hardy winter
lettuce.
Harvest onions and potatoes which must be got
out of the soil before the cold, damp days of
autumn arrive. Onions must be kept in the light
and potatoes need to be stored in the dark to
prevent them from turning green, but both have
to be stored somewhere frost free.
Cut courgettes and marrows regularly because
they will be finished by the end of the month, as
will outdoor tomatoes. Remove any green
tomatoes and place them in a drawer or
shoebox to ripen.
The next newsletter will go out in September.
Please let me have any contributions by 31
August. All items may be edited.
Gillian Turner, Editor
To email the editor click here
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